
Introduction to the Portal 
GiVITI web is the new web portal designed to be the core of all functionalities required by GiViTI and 

ProSAFE related projects (as well as other Mario Negri related projects). 

It is divided in different applications, each built for a specific task. 

The currently active applications are: 

 Web Centre: management of users and centres, assignments, centre data 

 Analyzer: request of refined analysis on your ProSAFE data 

 Translations Manager: management of localization of ProSAFE and websites 

People that have access to GiViTI web generally fall into three macro-categories: 

 Simple Users: by default they can only access to GiViTI web to fill their personal data (refer to 

GiViTI Web Handbook), they can be granted access to other applications by their Centre Referent 

 Centre Referents: one person for each Centre, they can access WebCentre to manage centre 

data and users (refer to WebCentre Handbook – Centre Referent), they can access Analyzer 

 Country Coordinators: one person for each country, they can access WebCentre with specific 

dedicated pages to monitor country situation (refer to WebCentre Handbook – Country 

Coordinator), they can access Translations Manager 

 

All the docs and handbooks can be found at http://givitiweb.marionegri.it/Help  

http://givitiweb.marionegri.it/Help


GiViTI Web Handbook 

 

● Registering as new User 

● Filling in or changing personal details 

● Changing password 

● Recovering password 

 

  



Registering as new User 

When you access GiViTiWeb (http://givitiweb.marionegri.it) for the first time you find the page presented below. You have to click the 

“Register to portal” link to start the registration process.

 

If you are already registered but you don’t remember your password, click on the “Password forgotten?” link and follow the 

procedure indicated in the “Recovering your password” chapter. 

The registration starting page can be easily reached even if you arrived directly to another portal, i.e. WebCentre, by clicking on the 

“Register” item in the left menu. 

 

http://givitiweb.marionegri.it/


In the first page you will be asked to fill personal data and a password. Please note that your e-mail address will be used as 

UserName, and that a confirmation e-mail will be sent to you, so you have to insert an existent address. 

You must insert twice the same password (with a minimum length required), and agree to the Privacy policy, then click on Confirm to 

proceed. 

 



At this point, the portal sends you an e-mail with a link to complete registration. This passage is necessary to prevent false 

accounts to be automatically created. 

 

Once clicked on the link you find in the e-mail, you will be redirected to the page below, in order to complete the registration. You 

have two choice: 

● Participate to an existent centre, if your ward is already registered and already participates to ProSAFE related projects. 

● Create a new centre, if your ward is not registered yet. 

Only the first point will be treated, if you belong to the second case and you need to register a new centre please refer to the 

“Registering a New Centre” chapter in the “WebCentre Handbook - Centre Referent”. 



Insert the Centre Code of your already-registered ward in the field with the orange text, a list of options will be presented to you. 

Select the correct centre and click on the “Add Centre” button to the right of the page. If you belong to more than one centre, you 

can add all of them by following the same procedure. 

At this point, you have to select the projects you participate in, by clicking on the checkbox at the left of each project, and clicking 

on the “Save” button at the bottom of the page. 

The participation must be confirmed by the referent of the centre, an e-mail will be automatically send in order to communicate to 

him/her your choices. When he/she accept your participation, you’ll receive a confirmation e-mail. 

If in the list you do not find some project you participate in, this means that your centre has not requested the participation to this 

project, at least according through our information systems. The centre referent can add new projects to the Centre, so ask him to 

accomplish the task by following the procedure in the “WebCentre Handbook -  Centre Referent”. 

 



 
  



Filling in or changing personal details 

Once you are registered, you can change and complete your personal data by clicking on the “settings” link in the right-upper 

corner of the page. You can also request participation in further projects, by going in the “Project Participation” tab and following a 

procedure similar to that you already followed for registration. 

 
  



The “User details” tab allows you also to insert contacts as phone numbers, fax and e-mails. 

 

When you click on the green “Add” button a popup will ask you the type of contact and the number. Click on “Add” to confirm. 

You can also change existent numbers by clicking on the pencil icon left to each contact. 

 

 



Changing password 

You can change your password by clicking on the “settings” link in the right-upper corner of the page. 

In the “General” tab you can type the new password (you must retype it twice, to prevent errors), that will be activated when you click 

on the “Save” button at the bottom of the page. 

 

  



Recovering password 

If you don’t remember your password, you can click on the “Password forgotten?” link in the “Portal access” page, the first that you 

reach when you go to GiViTI Web (http://givitiweb.marionegri.it). 

 

In the next page you will be asked for your e-mail address (the same you used to register and login in the portal) so that when you 

click on the “Request” button an e-mail will be sent to you with a link. Clicking on this link redirects you to a page where you can 

insert a new password. 

 

 

All the docs and handbooks can be found at http://givitiweb.marionegri.it/Help  

http://givitiweb.marionegri.it/
http://givitiweb.marionegri.it/Help


WebCentre Handbook 

Centre Referent 

 

● Registering a new Centre 

● Managing Users and Assignments 

● Approving new Users 

● Centre details and Master Data 

● Apply to participate in other Projects 

● Software Status 

 

  



Registering a new Centre (as a new user) 

The first time you access the WebCenter (http://givitiweb.marionegri.it/Centres), the only option you have is to register a new user or 

login as an existent user. 

(Please note that if you had access to the old ProSAFE WebCenter we imported all users to the new platform, so you can login 

with the old credentials. If you don’t remember your password please refer to the Recovering password chapter of the “GivitiWeb 

Handbook”) 

 

If you click on the “Register” link you will be redirected to the GiViTI web main portal, in order to create a new account (in this way 

you will be able to use this account also for other GiViTI web applications, such the Analyzer or Translations Manager). 

The procedure to register a new user is described in the “GivitiWeb Handbook”. 

At the end of this process, in order to complete the registration, you will be required to indicate your centre or to register a new one.If 

you click on the link at the bottom of the page you return to WebCenter and you can start the actual process of Centre registration. 

http://givitiweb.marionegri.it/Centres


In the first page you will be requested to insert all the necessary information to register the new centre: type, details, address and 

contacts of the centre. 

Moreover, two people must be indicated: the head of the ICU and the person that is the Referent of the Centre for ProSAFE group. 

The two people can be the same. 

If you are registering the new centre and you are the head of the ICU, please fill in the details for the “project contact person” and 

check the box “Mark my account as head of centre” without entering your data (they will be autocompleted when you check the box). 



If you are registering the new centre and you are the referent of the Centre, please fill in the details for the “Head of the ICU” and 

check the box “Mark my account as project contact person” without entering your data (they will be autocompleted when you check 

the box). 

If you are both the Referent and the head, check the two boxes without entering your data. 

The next step is choosing the participation in the projects for your centre. Currently, for non-italian centres the only available 

projects are ProSAFE  and CREACTIVE. All the applications to other projects (even if confirmed by your Coordinating Center) will be 

ignored. 

Select the projects by clicking on the checkboxes at the right of the page, and click on the “Save” button to confirm. 

 

 



Once you have done this step, an e-mail for each project will be sent to the person you indicated as Centre Referent with attachment 

and instructions to complete the registration (you must send the signed registration module by fax or e-mail). 

 

At the end of the registration process, you have to wait for the approval of your Country Centre Coordinator. Once you centre has 

been approved, an e-mail will be sent to the Centre Referent to confirm the participation of your centre to the main ProSAFE project 

and to other projects, if you selected them. 

In this e-mail you’ll find your Centre Code (the identifier of your centre in our information systems) and the link to download the 

ProSAFE software, with the Activation Key needed for the first installation. 

  



Register a new Centre (as an already registered user) 

If you are already registered, you can register a new centre by clicking on the specific item in the left menu. 

The procedure that will follow is identical to the case of a new user, that has been presented before. 

In this way you can register a centre also for other people (i.e. the Country Coordinator can register other centres) by indicating the 

correct Centre Referent and Head of the ICU. 

  



Managing Users and Assignments 

Managing people of your centre is one of the new features of the portal. You can have the list of all people registered to your centre 

by clicking “User management” in the left menu. 

Please ask all the people in you ICU to register in the GiViTI web with their User, instead of logging in with some other one account. 

If you are the referent of more than one centre, you should select the centre of your interest by clicking on the square box with the 

correct Centre Code at the top of the page. 

By clicking on the pencil icon  on the left of each person, you are redirected to a detail page for that user.  



In this page you can change the role of the person in your centre (in particular if the person is a nurse or a physician), and also the 

status (i.e. if it is currently Active or has left the Centre). 

Moreover, you can give rights to your people: for example you can grant them access to Analyzer by giving the assignment of 

“Analysis Requestor” for the project ProSAFE. 

You can also give people the assignment of referent for a subproject (i.e. CREACTIVE). 



In order to add a new assignment you must click on the green “add” button, or in the white space next to the assignments already 

present. A list of all available assignments will be presented, click on one of them to add it. 

Remember to save the changes by clicking on the green button in the bottom right of the page. 

When an assignment has red background, as in the picture above, it means that it has been already assigned to the maximum 

number of people. In the depicted case only one person at a time can be Referent for a Project, so you must firstly remove the 

assignment from the current referent before being able to redistribute this assignment. 

Please note that the Centre Referent (eventually indicated in the ProSAFE International Group line) and the ProSAFE Project 

Referent are different roles, though they are generally carried out by the same person. Nevertheless, you can have a Centre 

Referent person that is different from the ProSAFE Project Referent person (this feature is mainly useful for a Centre Referent that 

has more than one centre under his/her control).  



Approving new Users 

When new users register and request to join your Centre, an e-mail is automatically sent to you to request your approval. In order to 

confirm their request, you only have to click on the correct link in the e-mail. 

Alternatively, you can go in the “User Management” page, where you will find one warning for each pending request. By clicking on 

the “Approve” button you can confirm the participation of the user in projects and centres. 

 
  



Center Details and Master Data 

By clicking on “Information on Centre” in the left menu you will be redirected to a page that contains all the information available for 

the centres you are referent of. If you have more than one centre you can choose the one to be shown by clicking on the box with the 

correct Centre Code at the top of the page. Please remember to add at least an E-Mail, a Telephone Number (office number = ward 

number) and possibly a Fax for each of the centres, by clicking on the green “add” buttons at the right of each category title. 



Apply to participate in other Projects 

In the “Information on Centre”page, you find also a tab through which you can change you projects participation. The procedure is 

similar to that followed on registration, you must select the projects by clicking on the right checkboxes, and confirm with the “Save” 

button. 

Currently, for non-italian centres the only available projects are ProSAFE  and CREACTIVE. All the applications to other projects 

(even if approved by your Country Coordinator) will be ignored.  



Software Status 

In the “Software status” tab you will find info on the ProSAFE software, and the relative data collection. Your ProSAFE Master 

activation key can be found in the “ActivationKey” field. You should use it when you install your ProSAFE Master the first time. 

Please note that if the flag “Activated” is checked, this means you have already activated a Master and you don’t need the key to 

have other ProSAFE installations (ProSAFE clients). If you are moving a Master to another location, or need a Master reinstall for 

data recovering, contact us at giviti@marionegri.it. 

All the docs and handbooks can be found at http://givitiweb.marionegri.it/Help  

mailto:giviti@marionegri.it
http://givitiweb.marionegri.it/Help


WebCentre Handbook 

Country Coordinators 

● Centres Coordination Panel 

● New Centres approval 

○ Policy to follow in Centres approval 

● Changing the Centre Referent 

● Freeze old Centres 

○ Policy to follow in freezing Centres 

● ProSAFE and CREACTIVE stats 
  



Centres Coordination Panel 

Through the Centres Coordination Panel you can manage all the tasks and see the status of your country centres, in particular you 

are allowed to change the Referent person of the centre and freeze old Centres that do not collect data anymore. 

The three columns on the right of each centre indicate the status of the centre itself (if it is approved, waiting for approval, freezed, 

etc.), the status of structural data (if they are complete, incomplete or not updated) and the status of the referent person (if it is 

approved for the centre, waiting for approval, or if he/she does not affere to the centre anymore). 



New Centres approval 

Each time a new centre of your country registers itself in the WebCentre, an e-mail will be automatically sent to you to request your 

approval. You can directly approve the centre by clicking the correct link on the e-mail, or you can go to the “Information on centre” 

page in the WebCentre, where you find a warning that requests you to approve or reject the centre. 

The same procedure must be followed for each of the projects the centre requests participation in. 

 

When you are in the Centre Coordination Panel, if a new centre requires your approval or a centre requested the participation in new 

projects, you will find a yellow warning icon in the “Project status” column. By clicking on this icon you will be redirected to the 

“Information on Centre” page so that you can approve or reject the participation.  



Policy to follow in Centre approval 

Before approving a centre, you have to wait for two conditions to be met: 

 The referent of the centre sent you the registration module 

When the Centre complete the registration, an e-mail is sent to the person indicated as Centre Referent, with a module in 

attachment. The Head of the ICU must sign this module and send it to you by e-mail or fax. 

 The Structural Data of the Centre has been completed 

You can check this condition in the Centres Coordination Panel: if there’s a green icon in the column “Structural Data”, the 

centre has completed the filling. Otherwise the Centre Referent must fill in all the missing data or confirm the old data, if more 

than a year has passed before the last confirmation. 

 

  



Change the Centre Referent 

In order to change the referent person, you have to click on the pencil icon  in the right-most column (“Referent Status”). A popup 

will appear, indicating the current referent person and the list of people registered for this centre. The new referent people must be 

registered to the portal and affere to the centre to be indicated as the new referent. 

Once you select and confirm the new referent person, an e-mail will be sent to him/her, and he/she will have all the rights to manage 

centre users and details. 

If the new referent is not registered yet, he/she should register to GiViTI web by following the procedure indicated in the “GiViTI web 

HandBook”. Since the approval of the old referent is required in order to the new registered user to affere to the centre, also Country 

Coordinators have the rights to approve the participation of users in centres (by following the procedure indicated in the “WebCentre 

Handbook - Centre referent”).  



Freeze old centres 

You can freeze old centres by going to their detail page in the Centre Master Data tab, and click on the “Freeze” button. When you 

are in the Centre Coordination panel, if you click on the icon in the “Centre Status” column you will automatically be redirected to the 

appropriate page. 

Policy to follow when freezing centres 

Freezing a centre is a procedure that allows you to mark centres that does not participate anymore to all the ProSAFE related 

projects, that is, they suspended (temporarily or definitively) data collecting. This centres are excluded from periodical data quality 

analysis and are not shown by default in stats. Centres must be unfrozen when they restart to actively collecting data. 

If instead the ward is definitively closed (no possibility at all to start again in the future), you must contact us to definitively block their 

data (they will maintain the rights to see old data anyway).  



ProSAFE and CREACTIVE stats 

In the stats page you can have a first insight on the situation of the centres of your country.The left chart shows you the last time 

centres have been online (the blue bar) and the last time ProSAFE sent data to our central data collection server (the coloured bars). 

The right chart shows for each centre the version of ProSAFE  they have, updated to the last time they were online. 



At the bottom of the page you find a table with the same details. Both the table and the charts can be filtered through the fields you 

find at the top of the page. By clicking on the pencil icon at the left of each centre, you’ll be redirected to the Centre Infos main page. 

In the left menu you’ll also find the same stats page automatically filtered only for the centres that participate to CREACTIVE project. 

  



With this tool you can recognize two types of problems: 

● Centres that have not been online in the last period, they could have technical problems with the connection to the central 

server, or they are not using ProSAFE. 

● Centres that have not synchronized data in the last period even if they are online, they could have technical problems 

with sending data to the central server, or they are not keeping open the ProSAFE Master for a sufficient time to let it send all 

the database (the ideal situation is that ProSAFE Master is always opened). 

Please remember that being online and with synchronized data does not  guarantee that the centre is collecting data. You can 

only desume that ProSAFE software (and in particular the Master installation) is frequently or  constantly opened  (as it should be) 

and that there are no technical problems in communication between the centre and our central server. 

To have a deep insight on actual data collection you should use a more sophisticated tool like the Analyzer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All the docs and handbooks can be found at http://givitiweb.marionegri.it/Help 
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